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MEMORIAL DAY REFLECTIONS 1967 - 20091 
 
"Call your Battalions to Attention" the Cadet Colonel's deliberately spoken order echoes from a nearby 
building. Aside from the sound of the breeze in the trees and the rustling of women's hats and spring 
dresses in the breeze, it is all that can be heard by those to his rear. 
 
On the drill field, two cadet lieutenant colonels about face. They seem synchronized as they called in 
unison to their company commanders, "Battalion-n-n-n" and behind them, the seven cadet company 
commanders, relay the attention call, "Company-y-y!" Their combined voices echo louder off the 
surrounding buildings. The Battalion commanders call out once more "a-tten-n-n-n Hut," there is the 
heavy sound of almost six hundred boots, a heavy thump, as they come together on the dry Georgia 
turf. 
 
There is a pause, as if to let these distinctive sounds 'sink in' on the uninitiated. The wind blows once 
more. Some of the women grab at their hats, and a shiny piece of paper, a wrapper of some sort, blows 
up and into the air from the crowd before drifting down onto the drill field. 
 
Again, now the cadet colonel calls, "Persons to be commissioned, and other honorees, to the center, 
march." On this cue, the brigade's band starts playing the trio of the 'National Emblem' march and fifty-
six cadets leave their companies to come 'front and center.' 
 
After they halt, there is a moment of silence.  
 
Once again the ritual between the colonel, the new battalion commanders, and company commanders 
is repeated. "Right Shoul--der Arms" is followed by the sound of five-hundred and seventy five men 
snatching 'nine-point-two' pound rifles from the ground to their shoulders. The slaps of their hands on 
the wood echoes off the classroom and dormitory buildings that surround the field. 
 
And again. 
 
"Pre-sen-t, Arms!" The corps snatch their rifles from their shoulders and hold them vertically in front of 
their bodies in salute to the flag.  
 
The band plays the National Anthem. When it is done, the command for order arms given. Six hundred 
rifles hit the ground to punctuate the echo of the men's voices from the surrounding buildings. Honors 
rendered, the ceremony begins. 
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As it plays, the honoree's minds wander. This is THEIR ceremony. All their moves are automatic. 
 
On the drill field this hot Sunday in June are nearly six-hundred men in stiffly, starched-khaki. Behind the 
fifty seven seniors, the underclassmen stand at attention to honor those who are about to receive their 
gold bars. For four years, the fifty seven have been taught principles of leadership, been pressurized, 
molded, and vulcanized into men who might understand what the military is about, and why the conflict 
in Viet Nam is necessary. They are soon to be asked, ready or not, to lead other men into battle in that 
hellish place. 
 
They are the mid-point class of the 1960's the core of the 'Viet Nam' generation. This class first gathered 
the autumn JFK was killed, and just before its second year, they saw the Tonkin-Gulf resolution rushed 
through Congress and the nation polarized by charges and counter charges during the re-election of 
Lyndon Baines Johnson. Its third year saw the massive commitment of men to Viet Nam, the President 
had promised in his campaign would not happen. Its fourth year brought doubts of what Lyndon Baines 
Johnson's justification of strategies: It was obvious that he wanted to hide that truth. They all knew that 
the Chief of Naval Operations was fired for simply and eloquently unvarnishing that truth by using the 
word "War." Some of the military instructor group were veterans of that conflict, already frustrated by 
Washington's conduct of the war, cared enough to portray the reality of Viet Nam. The class of 1967 had 
been warned.  
 
They had to know some of their number are seeing the black steeple of Price Memorial, and hearing the 
bugle calls of North Georgia College for the last time. One or two, of them may have already sensed it 
may be theirs. But these are secret doubts that will forever go unspoken: Today June 4th is graduation 
and commissioning, a time of celebration. They fill themselves with confidence and pride, and bury deep 
inside any thought about how, and when, they might have to face death's ultimate truth. 
 
History will show that nearly thirty of these men who graduated in this decade never saw that steeple 
gilded in gold, or head their names read aloud from the yet un-built monument to their sacrifice. They 
never would go to Washington, to "The Wall," and seek out to touch the time sorted names of friends ... 
Tidwell ... Bemis ... Murphy ... Gibson. They will never see their ghostly image staring out from within the 
blackness of the granite at their friends and families find and touch their names. Until Judgement Day, 
their spirits will linger there, with those of fifty-eight thousand brothers, to remind a nation of the price 
it made them pay. 
 
What those would last feel would be a jolt, a numbness, maybe the realization of being hit a ringing in 
their ears. The pain of that realization might make them try cry for help until their strength ebbed, and 
once winded, the enveloping chill of death's presence. If God might give one the time, he would think 
about those he's leaving behind, and pray that they might find out 'how?" and that they would 
understand: "There's left so much more I want to say." The pleasures, the dreams of the future. The 
warmth of a wife's embrace. The love of the children they would have made, and the closeness of a 
families will be unfelt. There will never be the thrill of competition for financial or social success, the joys 
of shared reunions with friends. No, not ever. 
 
It will be left to their classmates, their comrades-in-arms, and family to nurture their memory. It is only 
for a few that there might be historic or official recognition ... for all the others ... only a set of orders ... 
and an obituary in a local paper. 
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Commissioning day the most important thing on their mind is active duty. The next two years of their 
lives has been the goal of four years at North Georgia College. They had few serious thoughts, when 
they arrived, there was no war. Though several are destined to attend medical or graduate schools upon 
graduation, for the rest, with at most only a couple of exceptions, they are looking forward to their two 
years in the army. Most are still open to, even if not actively considering the idea of making a career of 
the military, confident that they 'know' what it is all about. Twenty-five years later, a dozen and a half of 
these men would be glad that they did. More than the normal percentage of this class will succeed in 
their chosen fields, banking, medicine, sales, management. They came from a cross section of America 
to attend the small college in the mountains of north Georgia. Some without knowing or understanding 
what a "military school" is about. One or two were made to attend by their parents. Whatever the 
reason, they were brought together by what the military calls esprit-d‘corps to become a Class. They 
learned to stand, to help, to win or to lose -- together. 
 
None of them are thinking deep thoughts, that as time passes even the few who lived by "different 
rules" would come back to join their class, and be welcomed. They will remember most the good times. 
Years later, Douglas MacArthur's words about his class during his famous DUTY, HONOR, COUNTRY 
speech at the United States Military Academy at West Point, a speech he made during their four year-
stay at North Georgia, would have a great meaning to this class. In that great General's closing sentence, 
is for now unremembered: "And when comes my time to cross the river, my last thoughts will be of the 
corps, of the corps, of the corps." 
 
They are hardly aware of the commands for order arms, and stand at ease are given in the same ritual. 
They have all experienced the intense competitive pressure, the rigors of intensive military training 
superimposed on, and in addition to, adherence to strict academic standards. They have met and 
fulfilled the requirements of a proud institution. 
 
Somewhere in the next few minutes their attention will return to focus when they hear “Attention to 
orders: North Georgia College, Sunday, Four June, Nineteen Sixty Seven ..." 
 
"The following men are to be commissioned into the United States Army, Anderson, Thomas J.; Baugh, 
Charlie C.; .... the list went on-- ending with Tidwell, Robert W.; Turgeon, Roy W.; and Woods, Terrance 
W. With the reading of each name, an officer in dress uniform stepped in front of each man, placed a 
gold bar in his left hand, and exchanged salutes with his right. Then he would step to his right, and 
repeat this act with the next. The 'gold' bar, insignia of rank of a second lieutenant signifying his rank 
each now held in the United States Army. After this round, he returned to the microphone and asked 
that each raise his right hand, and repeat after him... 
 
"I, (and state your name), HAVING BEEN APPOINTED AN OFFICER IN THE ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR, OR AFFIRM, THAT I WILL SUPPORT AND DEFEND THE CONSTITUTION OF THE 
UNITED STATES AGAINST ALL ENEMIES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC, THAT I WILL BEAR TRUE FAITH AND 
ALLEGIANCE TO THE SAME, THAT I TAKE THIS OBLIGATION FREELY, WITHOUT ANY MENTAL 
RESERVATION OR PURPOSE OF EVASION; AND THAT I WILL WELL AND FAITHFULLY DISCHARGE THE 
DUTIES OF THE OFFICE UPON WHICH I AM ABOUT TO ENTER; SO HELP ME GOD." 
 
They listen to the brief comments about duty and pride in the service, and it is over ... their four years at 
one of the nation's five 'Essentially Military' are done ... the impact that they are living in the years that 
ended America's innocence ... has not yet been realized. 
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The new cadet colonel gives his first order "Call your Battalions to Attention." then his second, and third, 
"Right shoulder arms" and "Pass In Review", the Battalion commanders follow his orders with their first, 
"Column of Companies, Right Company, Right turn ....” On this the band started playing the Field 
Artillery March, theme song of the United States Army, and stepped out first, executing a column left to 
pass in front of the reviewing stand. "March" came from the battalion commanders, and the brigade 
started to move. After the band passed the reviewing stand, it made three column lefts to return to face 
the reviewing officers and the crowd. Sousa's 'The Stars and Stripes Forever' is played until the last 
company passes. The band marches forward and into a left turn to follow the last company as the cadet 
brigade exits the field, playing first a soul stirring rendition of 'Dixie,' and follows immediately with 
"When the Saints Come Marching In." 
 
From first call, to the hugs of mothers, aunts, grandparents, girlfriends and wives, their commissioning 
had taken less than an hour. Only one more time will the fifty-seven Second Lieutenants gather-- in 
fifteen minutes, in Memorial Hall to receive the academic degrees they've earned. 
 
After that, it will be in pairs or threes more by chance than by choice when their paths cross. For this 
soldier, first meeting a fellow colleague seven months later at Fort Bliss, Lee Campbell, NGC '66. Then 
another three months in the Panama Canal Zone, CPT Ron Holt, NGC '65, my Battery Commander. A few 
weeks later 2LT Tom Perkins who started with us as a freshman, but transferred before we graduated, 
joined our Battalion in Panama. Another year passed before I ran into Bob Danforth who was assigned 
to the U.S. Army Mountain Ranger Camp in Dahlonega, and was invited out to his house, where I met 
Phyllis "officially" for my first time. Another two years slipped by. I was home, and it was Seth Collins. 
Three more years would pass before Seth, Roy Turgeon and I got 
together in Atlanta, and that same year, we found Bob Ridgway in a bank 
down by the state capitol.  
 
Time passed slowly those first ten years, I saw John Mason NGC '66 and 
our own Jerry Porter in '77 at our tenth "reunion" on Parents and Alumni 
Day, which we found out was not even "official." I remember Jerry had 
just cut his hair so nobody could accuse him of having a "comb-over." His 
advice was taken to heart in 2005 when I first saw the full curve of my 
bony skull through what was left of my topping. In '78 Ridgway invited a 
bunch of us to Stone Mountain for a party for Roy and Marilyn Turgeon 
just before they went to Germany in 79. And then in '87, we had a REAL 
reunion in Peachtree City, and another '92 in North Atlanta. I missed the 
next two reunions, except that Buddha, Ralph Foster and Seth caught up 
with me on phone in 2002.  
 
How humbling. I had missed fifteen years of good guys, and now we are 
kicking off one by one. Turgeon, Brinson, McPhail, Brinson ....  
 
OK.... It's Memorial Day. And once again I get sentimental  
 
Penned by our eccentric, loyal, intelligent friend Warren Lee “Inkdrawer” Kirbo, (RIP) now with his 
classmates and friends, Turgeon, Brinson, McPhail, Brinson, Woods, York… – all gone too soon. 

The author, Warren Lee Kirbo 


